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The Formula for Multiplication of Success 

Dear All, 

It gives me immense pleasure in releasing ‘ChemUnique Volume 04 Issue 02’. The Chemical 

Engineering department of SASTRA University has been growing tremendously for the past 

20 years. It has boosted its outreach to a commendable position in all dimensions. The 

department has reoriented its syllabus according to current industrial practices. Courses like 

ASPEN Plus have been included to nurture the significance of Process Engineering among 

undergraduates. The number of companies approaching SASTRA in search of Process 

Engineers has increased manifold. Advancement of research facilities in the department of 

Chemical Engineering has been helpful in inculcating an essence of research and 

development. The compilation of books in the department library has been progressing 

exponentially. My advice to you would be to make the best possible use of the facilities 

provided here to update yourself and stay ahead in the game. Nevertheless, we are striving to 

develop new strategies across the department and each of which involves renewed 

engagement and collaboration with our largest and most diverse assets: our students and 

faculties. 

 

Thanking you, 

R. Kumaresan, 

Associate Dean, 

School of Chemical and Biotechnology, 

SASTRA University 
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From the Editor’s Desk 

ChemUnique was conceptualized as a tool to apprise and instil students by encouraging them 

to bring about innovative thoughts and creative ideas in the arena of Chemical Engineering. 

This edition of the magazine contains interesting articles, cartoons, interviews and many 

more. We would like to thank the Associate Dean, members of the Indian Institute of 

Chemical Engineering (IIChE) Student Chapter, alumni and teachers for their constant 

support and co-operation. Before you read through the pages we would like to remind you of 

Confucius’s famous words: 

“Real knowledge is to know the extent of one’s ignorance”. 

Enjoy the read! 
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Raghavi Krishnan, Chief Editor 

Ragul A.S., Editor 

Akash Raman, Editor 

Riti Patra, Design Head 
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Ticket to the future? 

-Akash Raman, II year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

reetings, man of the past, I speak to you from the page that doesn't exist in this 

magazine; I speak to you from the future! 

Humans are curious creatures; we have always had a strange fascination that borders 

on obsession, with untamed things. Starting with fire, mankind has progressed to a stage 

where it can dig up the earth and utilise the minerals present. All of this has already happened 

in your time. Ah! Time, isn't that the one last unconquered frontier in the universe? 

I'm talking to you because we have succeeded in manipulating time! Actually, we had already 

succeeded in time travel in your time (much before 2015) but people were largely ignorant of 

that fact. 

CERN, the research facility where the Boson was discovered, is the first time travel machine. 

The goal of CERN was to study particles that were so unstable that they would disintegrate 

before observations could be made. Thus, to make the particles last longer, scientists made 

time go slower for the particles! CERN is basically a particle accelerator which accelerates 

particles to velocities close to the speed of light, this makes the particles "last longer" by 

slowing time for these particles. 

Leading physicists of your time claimed that time travel was possible in two ways - through a 

wormhole or by traveling at a speed very close to the speed of light. The wormhole idea 

never quite picked up, perhaps due to the excessive resemblance to popular sci-fi movies! 

I travelled here in a very fast spacecraft, and it wasn't easy to build one that goes as fast. It 

was a huge project that brought together professionals from every field of science. But 

scientists could only theorise, it was the engineers who materialised the spacecraft. So, how 

many engineers does it take to build a 27 km long particle accelerator? Ten times as many as 

the scientists needed apparently! 

Right from CERN, to the superfast spacecraft, the engines and the particle accelerators need 

superconductors – normal conductors would heat up and vaporise due to the immense amount 

of energy used. Superconductivity is however, easier said than done. CERN alone uses 120 

tonnes of Helium at 1.9K (colder than outer space! BRRR!). This process of cooling to very 

low temperatures simply involves a great highly efficient heat exchangers and a very long 

process with multiple passes – often lasting a few weeks! 

There is always a 'pressure versus temperature' tussle and the pressures employed are just as 

low as the temperatures! 10
-13 

atm is the pressure maintained within the beam pipes! To 

achieve such low pressures, special coatings are made on the inner walls of the pipes where 

residual gases are adsorbed. 

Sure, extreme pressures and temperatures are necessary, but how do you know if the required 

temperatures have been attained? Normal instrumentation would not work at such drastic 

conditions which demand specially designed gauges and sensors. 

G 
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So far, the major engineering concepts I've mentioned are – heat transfer, fluid dynamics, 

thermodynamics and materials technology. The one field where all these converge is 

chemical engineering! 

You might notice that I haven't divulged major details regarding my spacecraft. What fun 

would that be? Apply your mind, discover new materials, improve existing techniques and 

engineer your future and your past! Perhaps one day, you could be writing on the pages that 

don't exist! 

Fascinating Formicidae? 

-Janani M., II year, B. Tech. Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering 

 

ormicidae, the ant family, generally inspires us with united and efficient work. Just like 

how humans communicate through various means, ants have adopted a unique 

fascinating way that is much more complex. They secrete a scented semiochemical (a 

chemical that is used to convey information between organisms) referred to as the 

pheromone. The type of semiochemical present in them is called an Allomone, which gives 

an adaptive advantage of being a defense secretion to the odour releasing individual.  

 

This pheromone is used to communicate with their families. The antenna has a special 

mechanism of detecting the pheromones. So, the ant in one family can know the presence of 

the other belonging to other family by analyzing the pheromone secreted by it in its path. 

Here comes the major discovery! The pheromones are made of different hydrocarbons 

namely the enantiomers, acetates, and aldehyde. For a human it takes hours and many tests 

that indicate the presence of type of hydrocarbon in the compound, but an ant takes seconds 

to distinguish between different social classes, like the queen , the worker, as well as whether 

an ant is an intruder or a nest-mate. 

   

The scientists have proved that ants can detect very small differences between hydrocarbons, 

such as one 25 carbon long versus one that was 27. Above all, when an ant is trapped into 

another colony and it dies in case, it secrets a different pheromone that portrays that the path 

is danger to take! 
  

The queen ant also has special pheromones that let workers know her current status, and 

whether they need to begin raising new princesses and drones or not. Such is the 

fantastic way of communication and navigation by a species of length 0.6cm. Those 

small creatures make us look up to them!  

 

 

  

F 

http://antark.net/ant-life/the-family/queen-ant/
http://antark.net/ant-life/the-family/princess-alate-ant/
http://antark.net/ant-life/the-family/drone-alate-ant/
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Atlas of Education-III 

                                     -Rahul A.S., III year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

ith the final semester approaching, it’s time for aspirants to selectively choose 

between universities in order to pursue their higher education. The primary thing 

that one needs to ponder upon is whether all of his vital necessities are satisfied at 

a minimal outlay. Germany has been one of the most acknowledged countries for higher 

education and research. Apart from Heidelberg and Ludwig Maxmillan University there are 

many other universities which provide an exemplary platform for research and development. 

Nonetheless, if fluid mechanics is your domain of attentiveness, the best universities are Max 

Planck Gesellschaft and Von Karman. 

The Max Planck Gesellschaft Institute comes under the Max Planck Society, which is one of 

Germany’s most efficacious research organisations with over eighteen Nobel laureates 

emerging from it. The society publishes over 15,000 research works in internationally 

distinguished and eminent journals every year. The scientific attractiveness of Max Plank 

Institute is its commendable understanding of research. The Max Plank Society offers various 

programs such as research trainee, doctorate and post doctorate. A good grade in German 

language and a sufficient GRE score would help join as a trainee in research and 

development. It is alluring to note that the society employs a workforce of more than 20000 

professionals including 4500 doctoral students, post docs, researchers and visiting scientists. 

The other noteworthy organisation as far as fluid dynamics is concerned is Von Karman 

Institute. This non-profit educational and scientific organisation provides an excellent 

platform for post-doctorate education in fluid dynamics and emboldens the concept of 

“training in research through research”. The institute encompasses a wide range of work 

equipment which include more than 50 different wind tunnels, turbomachinaries and other 

specialized test facilities. The major spheres of research work are in CFD (Computational 

Fluid Dynamics), multiphase flows, bubble and spray dynamics, etc. In order to obtain the 

Research Master degree, the curriculum involves a 30 (ECTS) of courses to be completed by 

an attendee. Even though the admission criteria are same as the Max Planck Society, the 

organisation provides fellowships and stipends to praiseworthy students. 

Over the years Germany has raised its standards and evolved its supremacy in the realm of 

education and research. Moreover, the ambience and facilities available in this region assures 

a healthy workspace, thus leading to development in all aspects. Nevertheless, if fluid 

mechanics is your bailiwick then Germany is the place. 

 

 

 

W 
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Ice is Colourless but Snow is White? 

-Aditya Raman, II year, B. Tech. Chemical Engineering 

ven though individual ice crystals are clear, their combined form - which is snow - 

bounces off light frequency in such a way that the final result, as we see it is ‘white 

snow’. Why? 

Different objects have different colours because the particles that make up the object have 

different vibrational frequencies. So when an object comes in contact with light energy, the 

molecules and atoms of the object absorb certain amount of light energy. Objects have 

different colours because they absorb different frequencies of light. 

Water consists of several gases and minerals like calcium and magnesium salts that are 

naturally dissolved in it. You cannot see them, but they are there. When water begins to 

freeze, a thin layer of ice starts to form on top. This is made from pure water as pure water 

freezes quicker than impure water. There are layers of increasing concentration of impurities 

towards its centre. This concentration of impurities results in light being refracted through the 

piece of ice causing it to look cloudy. 

Ice is not transparent! It's actually translucent. This means that the light doesn't pass right 

through the material in a direct path i.e. the particles of the material changes the direction of 

the light. This happens because photons interact with the molecules of ice. The result is that 

the path of photons is altered and it exits the ice in a different direction than it. 

Snow is a whole bunch of individual ice crystals arranged together. When a light photon 

enters a layer of snow, it goes through the ice crystal at the surface which changes its 

direction slightly and sends it on to a new ice crystal, which does the same thing. Basically, 

all the crystals bounce the light around so that it comes right back out of the snow pile. It 

does the same thing to all light frequencies, so all colours of light are bounced back out. The 

colour of all the frequencies in the visible spectrum combined in equal measure is white. So 

this is the colour we see in snow. 

Did you know that there are actually sixteen different types of ice! Their different properties 

present themselves at different atmospheric pressures and temperatures. Ice IV is the kind 

what we find in the freezer. 

Among the types that have been labelled, the major differences lie in the structures of the 

crystals that is, some strange properties emerge under certain conditions. For example, Ice XI 

is ferroelectric- it exhibits electric polarization, which can be manipulated and reversed. Ice V 

has the most complicated crystalline structure. Ice III is actually denser than water, and 

would sink if you put some in your glass. Strangest of all is amorphous ice. It has no 

crystalline structure and is the type of ice most often found in space! 

 

E 

http://www.toptenz.net/top-10-most-famous-shipwrecks.php
http://www.dailygalaxy.com/my_weblog/2013/03/goddard-cosmic-ice-lab-searching-for-clues-to-life-in-the-universe.html
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ChemToons 

-Riti Patra, III year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 
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ChemStars 

-Sridhanya H., II year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

he idea of becoming an entrepreneur is more and more attractive to students because it 

is seen as a valuable way of participating in the labour market without losing one’s 

independence.  

We always hear about Software Engineers who start programming in their garages and go on 

to build million dollar companies or Electrical Engineers who develop new and innovative 

mobile devices and go on to start RIM (now Blackberry then why not Chemical Engineers)? 

Are you wondering if there are any examples of engineers turned entrepreneurs? It doesn't 

even have to be related to Chemical Engineering. But are there really such entrepreneurs? Do 

you people know anyone personally, or a famous entrepreneur who started off as a chemical 

engineer?  

Not yet? Well, it’s time to explore. A survey tells us that, there is much more to this than it 

actually seems like. There are so many successful chemical engineers turned entrepreneurs 

who have proved to be extremely competitive in the share market. Their list is as follows: 

 

 Mukesh Ambani, the Managing director of Reliance Industries, Richest man in India, 

19th richest in the world is a Chemical Engineer. Although he joined his father and 

took the business forward he is one big ChemE entrepreneur. 

 Matthew P.DeLisa founder of Glycobia, for example, is a legendary entrepreneur 

who is an Chemical Engineering graduate. 

 Elizabeth Anne Holmes is an American entrepreneur. She is the CEO of Theranos, 

a blood test company, which she founded in 2003 at age of 19 while she was 

a chemical engineering major at Stanford University. 

 W.L.Gore and Associates was started by Bill Gore and his son Bob Gore, both 

Chemical Engineers. 

 Victor Dillard, took the route from a degree in Chemical Engineering and went on 

to become a biotechnology entrepreneur in two years. Victor is certain that his 

studying Chemical Engineering prepared him for him M.Phil in Bioscience 

Enterprise and helped pave the way for his burgeoning success. 

 W.W.Keeler, President and CEO of Phillips Petroleum Company. He graduated in 

Chemical Engineering from University of Kansas. 

 Also, we have CEO of Indian conglomerate Avantha Group, Gautham Thapar, 

who studied Chemical Engineering at Pratt Institute in the United States. 

 Andrew Leveris, Chairman and CEO of Dow Chemical Company, is a Chemical 

Engineer. 

Thus starting a business in Chemical Engineering is an excellent entrepreneurial opportunity 

as long as you separate yourself from the competition. 

 

 
 

 

T 
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The Guilt and Pride of being a Chemical 
Engineer 

-Harish Krishna, IV year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

ne fine morning, I woke up with a hateful guilt that shook my mind – the guilt of 

being a chemical engineer. Chemical engineering is one of the best disciplines and 

mankind wouldn’t survive in its absence. However, its presence has always been 

back firing in unpredictable ways.  

The other day when I was skimming through the newspaper, I found an article on an accident 

at a small tannery unit that cost lives of men. A while back, the same newspaper informed me 

about the devastating effect of oil spillage that occurred off-shore from an oil rig belonging 

British Petroleum, which again cost thousands of lives. Only this time it wasn’t just the lives 

of men. These are basically direct disasters which gives you countable number of disasters in 

Chemical Engineering. 

We chemical engineers are responsible for umpteen number of indirect loss of lives. Instead 

of listing statistical numbers, it is better to euphemistically just declare status quo on what 

chemical industries are doing to the world.  

Even if plenty of research is being carried out to reduce carbon based emissions from 

manufacturing units, it has been impossible to ensure zero emissions. Global climate change 

is estimated to be mankind’s biggest threat and chemical industries contribute to it hugely. 

Countless measures are being taken to reduce carbon emissions. Exxon, US’s largest oil & 

gas company, predicted global warming due to carbon emissions way before the phenomenon 

was scientifically monitored, but they could do nothing about it. Growing demand requires 

higher supply and higher supply means sky-rocketing carbon emissions. 

As a matter of fact, global warming is only one dimension. Solid wastes are disposed of, 

sometimes untreated again costing lives. One company dumped Mercury waste in Kodaikanal 

contaminating the hill station- costing lives. There are number of other pharmaceutical 

companies and plastic manufacturing units that dump wastes into rivers contaminating the 

fresh water source that only accounts to 3% of the earth’s surface. 

However, while I write this I am also proud of the revolutionary benefits that chemical 

engineers have given to this never-say-enough world. Look around and you shall find a 

chemical engineer’s work in everything. You are now reading on the paper that was produced 

in some paper unit by a chemical engineer or a gadget whose silicon chip was fabricated and 

wafer coated by a chemical engineer! 

We utilize innovations to manufacture a product that is of daily importance to human beings. 

We build valuable utilities that humans cannot live without. However we do it with the guilt 

that it is all causing harm to the nature and with the pride that eventually every human is 

benefitted from what we do.  

 

 

O 
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Hack your taste buds! 

-Neha Asrani, II year, B. Tech Civil Engineering  

ver wondered why a delicious glass of orange juice tastes bad if you drink it after you 

brush your teeth?  Scientists at the American Chemical Society (ACS) have found the 

answer. It turns out that an ingredient in toothpaste temporarily changes how you taste 

sweet foods. 

Currently, scientists believe that flavours are the result of interactions between taste 

molecules and receptors on our tongue. Your tongue has roughly 10,000 taste buds, each with 

about 100 taste receptor cells. Your taste buds are wired to perceive five tastes: sweet, sour, 

bitter, salty, and umami (umami is a meaty or savoury taste). Molecules of a certain shape 

will interact with receptors that are shaped to accept them. But these receptors can be 

manipulated, which is probably the best explanation as to why orange juice and toothpaste 

taste gross together. 

The likeliest culprit for the offensive reaction is the foaming agent found in almost all 

toothpastes. Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) is a surfactant added to toothpaste. It creates the 

froth from the toothpaste after you begin brushing by lowering the surface tension of the 

saliva in your mouth and allowing bubbles to form. While it aids in spreading the toothpaste 

throughout your mouth, it also creates the impression of cleanliness; a mouthful of foam just 

feels cleaner. 

But SLS has other properties, too. For one, it suppresses your sweet receptors, so it has a 

dampening effect on the generally sweet taste of orange juice. In addition, SLS 

destroys phospholipids. These fatty compounds act as inhibitors on your bitter receptors. This 

allows bitter molecules to more easily reach their receptors.  So by inhibiting sweet receptors 

and destroying phospholipids, SLS dulls the sweetness and promotes the bitter taste in orange 

juice. 

This is not the only explanation of why orange juice and toothpaste form a bad flavor, but it's 

the most widely accepted one. Another explanation suggests that the horrible taste is the 

result of interaction between the stannous fluoride in toothpaste and the acetic acid in orange 

juice. 

It takes at least an hour for the effects of toothpaste on the taste of orange juice to dissipate. 

Any toothpaste with SLS will create the bad taste and don't forget, SLS is present in just 

about every brand of toothpaste! 
  

E 
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The old has become new again 

-Keerthana Krishnan, IV year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

 can’t seem to find a person who doesn’t like perfumes; but be it the fragrance/odour it is 

just the olfactory organ of a human which makes them either like or dislike the smell. For 

instance, I like the smell of a house which is newly painted or the smell of petrol at a 

petrol pump, etc. Likewise, our preferences for perfumes differ only based on olfactory 

receptors. 

Perfume comes from the Latin word "per" meaning "through" and "fumum," or "smoke." 

The manufacturing of these perfumes were anciently done by soaking aromatic substances in 

oil or water. Now, the processes have been using synthetic chemicals and oils rather than 

natural ones to meet commercial demands. These chemicals are one of the main reasons the 

scent is long lasting on the skin, but they also can contribute to a host of health issues such as 

cancer, allergic reactions, auto-immune diseases, central nervous system disorder, headaches 

and many more undesirable side-effects.   

In 2016, the global fragrance market is estimated to be worth about USD 40.1 billion. How 

many of us have actually seen that a perfume does/does not have an expiry date? Just because 

it doesn’t fall under edible category, most of us never bother to check the expiry date for a 

perfume or deodorant!  

Where there’s good, there’s bad too! This proves right for perfumes as there are a lot of 

stories involving health impacts.  This issue is making botanicals now a topping cosmetic 

ingredient.  

‘Cosmeceuticals' is the fastest growing segment of the natural personal care industry. 

Cosmeceuticals are topical cosmetic-pharmaceutical hybrids. The global trend in the 

cosmetic industry is towards developing 'medicinally' active cosmetics, and in the 

pharmaceutical industry towards 'cosmetically' oriented medicinal products as part of a 

current 'life-style' ideology. There is this field open for us.  

At “in Cosmetics” what is old is new again. The art of transforming a botanical into a 

beautiful smelling fragrance shot in a bottle can be completed only by a chemical engineer. 

Chemical processing is the heart of the cosmetic process.  

Knowing or unknowingly everybody lives with the principles of chemical engineering in real 

life. You consider a morning coffee decoction which involves filtration and solid coffee 

beans to hot water diffusion, watching movie in a theatre where a film stock is used which 

needs plastic coated with gelatine emulsion with silver halide, travelling anywhere in any 

means of transport needs a fuel which is running on the principle of combustion of fuel where 

petrol/diesel are used which are produced by refineries. 

“You don’t have to be a chemical engineer to practice chemical engineering because 

Chemical Engineering is practised by all knowingly or unknowingly” 

 

  

I 
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Chemical Engineering Commemoration Day: 
Meet the Daddy! 

-Raghavi Krishnan, III year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

emory is one of the most beautiful assets for humans. We remember all the things 

that happen to us, at least subconsciously. But there is another kind of memory-

the memory of a man after his tenure on this planet expires. Humans have always 

longed to make themselves immortal by one means or the other. We may achieve this in 

several ways but all of them boil down to making meaningful contributions to humanity. 

Chemical engineering has been practiced in rudimentary form since at least the great Roman 

road-building projects that began around 300 B.C.  The cement or the pavement was based on 

the contemporary Hellenistic formula employing lime, a calcined form of calcium carbonate. 

However, academic programs in the U.S formally called ‘Chemical Engineering’- or 

something similar - originated only near the start of the 20
th

 century. George E. Davis, who is 

widely regarded as the father of chemical engineering, has sought immortality by 

contributing to humankind in one of the most versatile way. 

Davis is the author of ‘A Handbook of Chemical Engineering’, published in 1901. In it, he 

defines the attributes and functions of a chemical engineer and makes a compelling case for 

why chemical engineering should be considered a standalone discipline, separated from allied 

chemistry, chemical technology or the person who at the time most commonly filled the role, 

we’d now reserve for the chemical engineer, the ‘mechanical engineer with a little knowledge 

of chemistry’. Modern Chemical Engineering emerged with the development of large scale 

operations in the 19
th

 century. Throughout its development as an independent discipline 

chemical engineering has been directed towards solving problems of designing and operating 

large plants for continuous production. A landmark in the progress of Chemical Engineering 

was brought about by George E. Davis, a British chemical Consultant. His notion of a process 

plant encompassing a number of phenomena such as mixing, filtration, evaporation led to the 

enunciation of the term unit operations which is the building block of Chemical Engineering 

today. This has given the unity to diverse unit operations and has led to the development of 

Chemical Engineering in its own right, as a result of which many applications have been 

found outside the traditional process industry. Furthermore the fact that the primary objective 

of a chemical procedure should be utilization of everything and avoidance of waste because it 

is cheaper to prevent waste rather than attempting to utilize a waste product.  

“When you play, don’t work at all. And when you work, don’t play at all and be proud of 

your work”. 

-Theodore Roosevelt 

We, being proud future chemical engineers, propose to mark 27
th

 July- the birth anniversary 

of Davis as ‘Chemical Engineering Commemoration Day’. This day is special to us in its own 

M 
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way, as it shows our gratitude to Davis for his unmatchable contribution to the field of 

Chemical Engineering. Every Chemical Engineer should proudly celebrate this day. 

 

 

                                                                                                                               Art by Velmurugan R. 
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Hiring Trends: ChemE Graduates  

                                                               -Sourabh Nair, II year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

dynamic field of engineering, one which blends the gift of nature with technology 

and furthermore, which exists everywhere from small to large scale, chemical 

engineering is a door to a world of opportunities. It is the driving force of industries 

and a boundless area of work when it comes to research. 

The employment sector in this branch had always been sluggish in comparison to the other 

domains, especially in our country. The statistics of a survey conducted in the US is a 

testimony to the fact that there has been a reasonable change in this scenario. It says almost 

sixty eight percent of the chemical graduates have found suitable jobs in renowned and 

reputed companies in the economic year 2014-15 which is better than yesteryears. 

In the current scenario, a chemical engineer is hired by companies for various specialisations 

such as process engineering, research engineering, production engineering, manufacturing, 

environment, design, maintenance and many a time can also be appointed as the chief 

executive officer in the company functionary. Today, almost one third of the chemical 

engineers are being employed in the oil sector with Essar Oils, ONGC, Bharat Petroleum etc. 

to name a few. Several other industries ranging from the food industry, pharmaceuticals, 

fertilizers, textiles, chemicals, paints and varnishes etc. are employing chemical graduates 

into their core functions and the statistics seem to be even more promising with more and 

more graduates being adsorbed into core chemical companies. A handsome number of 

companies like the Gujarat Oils, BPCL, and ONGC, Indo-Gulf fertilizers, Indian drugs and 

Pharmaceuticals Ltd. etc. hire the graduates through a very refined and organised process 

based GATE scores and other criteria fulfilled during one’s technical course. 

As far as government jobs are concerned chemical engineers are in demand in prestigious 

institutions like ISRO and GAIL, Bharat Dynamics Ltd. However, hiring in these arenas is 

comparatively less with respect to the private establishments. The Department Of Science 

and Technology under the Government of India, provides similar opportunities to work in 

both the technical and research fields. Many CSIR labs call for interested graduates to take up 

research as an employment option. Even the defence sector recruits engineers and their 

services are of great importance in the field of pharmaceuticals, refrigeration, heating and 

other jobs which involve safety, maintenance etc. Research institutes and several autonomous 

bodies of the Government of India appoint chemical engineers as scientific officers in order 

to carry out developmental and research works. And then, there are government departments 

like the Public Works Department and ministries of water resources, processing, agriculture, 

all of which avail the services of a chemical engineer. 

As far as other factors are concerned, a chemical fresher graduate kicks off his career at a 

rather impressive pay package of two to three lakhs per annum or even more depended on the 

company. Soon, his career sees an up scaling with increased expertise and job experience. An 

estimate shows the current national average pay was approximately Rs.5,02,000. Such a data 

A 
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testifies the current scenario that is promising enough to strengthen further. 

The year 2014-15 shows a very healthy graph of chemical engineering employment for in 

developed countries like the US and UK, chemical engineering continues to be the highest 

paid and the most sought after. And the same trend is observable in various developing 

countries like our own India where employment options seem to be observing an upward 

graph. 

In Focus 

Dr.Parakalan Krishnamachari 

Program Officer, Material Science and Engineering 

Qatar Foundation 

Alumni: Class of 2000 

 

What is your fondest memory from your undergrad days at SASTRA? 

The time with friends and various sports activities are my fondest memories from my 

undergrad days at SASTRA. 

 

What made you and why did you choose your current line of work? 

I currently work in research administration at a National funding agency. After completing 

my PhD in Energy and Environment Systems, I continued research work in cellulose 

materials. My current role as a Program officer gives me behind the scenes exposure in the 

working of a funding agency which is critical for researchers worldwide. I also like being in 

the know-how of various exciting projects in the field of material science 

 

How has the quality of research in chemical engineering changed over the years? 

The trend is a focus on multi-disciplinary research with several experts forming a strategic 

alliance to attack a problem. 

 

In your opinion, what qualities does one need to become a successful researcher? 
Keen interest, aptitude, motivation and good project management skills are some qualities 

that pave way for a researcher's success. 

 

What are some of the lesser known opportunities that the Middle East has to offer? 

The Middle East is fast becoming a research hub along the lines of Singapore. So currently 

there is excellent funding opportunity for various fields of research in the Middle East. With a 

thriving oil and gas based economy, this trend is here to stay. 

 

Which in your opinion is more lucrative -working as a researcher or an industrialist? 

Lucrative isn’t exactly how I would put it. If someone is pursuing what he or she really likes, 

be it research or process, I think the finance aspect of it is self-fulfilling. The key is to enjoy 

what one is doing. Once established in a career, I have rarely seen people make a 

move/change for higher salary. It is invariably for family or other reasons. 
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Chem-Renaissance: ChemE from the Vedas 

-Jayaram G., III year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

irst engineer? Guess? A potter, his wheel might be considered as the first machine as 

its principle is still used for machine tools, Lathe. In the Vedas the potter (Kuljla) is 

compared with creator. The pots were made of black/red clay and then were burnt in 

special cylindrical/pear-shaped/round kilns, lined with bricks made of mica, sand and lime-

stones. This is confirmed by the recent Dwaraka excavations. 

Metal casting is the oldest of all techniques. We can trace its developments form Vedic times. 

In Îgveda few equipments used for casting were Dhamatri (Cupola), Bhastri (Blower), Titau 

(Seives) and Gharma Ayanmaya (Crucible) and the MadhhcciÀta Vidhgna(investing casting) 

In the Harappan civilization, we also notice their proficiency in core making and casting.  

Indians were well versed in material science and metal working since Îgveda. The 

fundamental five element concept (Pancabhkta) and the VaiheÀika theory (very close to the 

atomic theory) of Kangda laid a strong basis for developments in this field. The Suddha and 

Panchkrta were also helpful. Gurutva (gravity), Dravatva (fluidity), Snigdhatva (viscosity), 

Samyoga - Viyoga (Conjunction and disjunction), Draghanam (tension) and many other 

technical terms throw light on the knowledge of material behavior. 

Ëyohata was the term used for forging. The divine blacksmith (TwÀta) was recognised as a 

God and he had a share in the sacrifices and this invariably indicates the importance given for 

this work. In the Atharva Vedic period forging and temperature recrystallization were 

practised. Cold working and work hardening were also in practice. This is now confirmed by 

the metallographic examinations of the samples found in Harappa. Plastic deformation, 

annealing, grain growth, twinning of grains were seen in Indus metal pieces. 

In Rigvedic time the skilled gold working exhibited all the minute techniques of drawing, 

drilling, etching, polishing etc. The splendid Indian clothes made of pure silver and gold 

threads were very famous with their names- Swarnapateh or Kincana Vastra. Boring and 

Reaming were also common. Most of the long necked tall vessels were made by spinning 

knives, arrow heads, razors and others were chiselled out from metal sheets of different 

thickness. By ‘sinking’, deep pots and pans were obtained. By ‘raising’ techniques, cups and 

basins were made.  

These evidences are enough to know that our ancestors were well versed in civilizations and 

constructions, that they have been practicing engineering even before the word ‘engineering’ 

was developed.   

 

 

F 
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The Ripples of Chemical Engineering 

                                                                                                                             -The ChemUnique Team            

Department of Chemical Engineering 

ne tends to think of a branch of engineering as distinct from the other. This is often 

not the case as each branch of engineering has contributed immensely to the other in 

more ways than imaginable. Being a core branch of engineering, any advances in 

chemical engineering have far-reaching implications. 

Disclaimer: This article is filled with things that are impossible without chemical 

engineering! 

Consider electronics, it seems to be a very distinct branch where chemical engineers might 

have no role. The journey from the large vacuum tubes to the ultra-small and ultra-efficient 

chips that fit in our palms could not have been possible without supporting advances in 

chemical engineering. The very first electronic chips were manufactured manually – by 

workers soldering individual components. As the complexity of the chips increased, manual 

assembly was increasingly inefficient. Imagine assembling a 5
th

 generation Intel Core i7 chip, 

which contains 1.3 billion transistors within 82 square mm, by hand! How do they make 

these small chips that can store so much information?  Currently, deposition methods such as 

chemical vapour deposition, physical vapour deposition, molecular beam epitaxy and atomic 

layer deposition. Each of these processes is the brainchild of dedicated chemical engineers. In 

fact, Andrew Grove, a founding member of the Intel Corporation is a chemical engineer! 

Can we even imagine flying across the Atlantic non-stop in the paper-craft that was built by 

the Wright brothers? Without a proper understanding of fluid mechanics, planes would still 

be box shaped! The inefficiency of such an aircraft is unimaginable! The development of the 

aerofoil shape is the cornerstone of modern aerospace and aviation! 

After conquering the Earth, man has set foot Moon! You guessed it right, without the 

regenerable CO2 scrubbers, astronauts would have choked in that claustrophobic landers and 

lunar modules! If the average autowallah worries about the fuel price for the 100 km he 

drives a day, wouldn’t NASA worry about the fuel cost (actually, they were more concerned 

about the storage of the fuel) for the 400,000+ km the Apollo mission would have to sustain? 

Naturally, lower the weight of the spacecraft, better it is for the mission. The method adopted 

to remove excess weight from the alloy parts used was chemical milling! 

Let’s say you have a really bad headache after listening to one whole hour of fluid 

mechanics! You may want to alleviate your pain by popping an aspirin. But if chemical 

production processes hadn’t advanced, we’d still be making aspiring from the bark of willow 

trees. This would mean that, since mass production from tree barks is not viable, the cost of 

one tablet would have been at least a few hundred times the current rate! What’s worse is that 

the aspirin extracted from the willow wouldn’t be as concentrated as the tablets (which are 

pure acetylsalicylic acid). The first patient to be administered insulin is a 14 year old boy, 

O 
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Leonard. Dr. Banting, extracted the insulin from a dog’s liver. Think of how many dogs we’d 

need to supply the ever increasing number of diabetes patients!  

These are only some of the infinite ripples that originate in the ocean of chemical engineering 

and wash up at the shores of varied disciplines! Look closely and you maybe able to find 

chemical engineering lurking in the littlest of things around you! 

Game: An Industrial Visit! 

-Kishor K., Pragadeesh M., III year, B. Tech Chemical Engineering 

 

You are taken to an Industrial visit to a Chemical Company that manufactures Sodium 

Carbonate using Solvay process. An Executive engineer of that company wishes to test your 

basic understanding of Chemical Engineering. 

 

Executive Engineer: Suppose the amount of heat loss from Rotary drier is ‘x’ BTU 

(British Thermal Units) can you express the same in any other system of units? 

You: Sir, I’m convenient with S.I. units… 

 

HINT: 

Regress between F (on Y axis) and C (on X axis) and, 

1 BTU = Amount of heat required to raise 1 lbs of substance per F 

  = … J 

 

Executive Engineer: Suppose you measure the wind velocity by a hot wire 

anemometer. If the length of platinum wire is doubled how does current through it get 

varied? 

 

HINT: 

Heat Q = I
2
R,  where   

  

 
           which is a characteristic of given material. 

And, volume of wire remains constant 

  

Executive Engineer: Can you give a difference between Heat capacity of a body and 

its entropy even though they have got same units? 

 

HINT: 

        

          
 

Executive Engineer: Coming back to rotary drier. If wet solid has to be dried from 

80% moisture to 5% moisture on wet basis, can you calculate the amount of moisture 

to be evaporated per thousand kilogram of dried product 

 

HINT: 

Let ‘x’ be the mass flow rate of feed. Balance the tie component (bone dry solids). 

 

Visit sites.google.com/site/howardsadventuresgame! For answers and other fun chemical 

engineering puzzles! 
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